Geographically weighted methods and their use in network
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Percentage of local sample data (x100)
GW mean basic bwd. func.: pH


























Percentage of local sample data (x100)
GW median basic bwd. func.: pH













































Percentage of local sample data (x100)
Basic GWPCA basic bwd. func.: Biv.









































Percentage of local sample data (x100)
Robust GWPCA basic bwd. func.: Biv.



































Percentage of local sample data (x100)
Basic GWPCA basic bwd. func.: Mult.





























Percentage of local sample data (x100)




Basic GWPCA with a 41% bwd.: PTV (%) for PC1







Robust GWPCA with a 41% bwd.: PTV (%) for PC1




























Basic GWPCA with a 52% bwd.: PTV (%) for PC1








Robust GWPCA with a 52% bwd.: PTV (%) for PC1



















Robust GWPCA with a 52% bwd.: PTV (%) for PC1−2
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